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term metric space.

the function d: JR > jR ._ R+ defined by

I,g) = min {lc - gl, 1} for all c, y € lR is a metdc on lR.

be a metric spac€ amd (c") aod (g,,) be sequences ol pointo in X which
the points ,r a.nd y in X , respectively. prove that

n d(c",s"): d.(e,s).

' 
if a sequence i6 converg€s in a metric space (X,d) then it is a Cauchy

true? Justify yorll answer.

lollowjng terms in a metric spsre:

./ oe a metnc spare. prove that it,f I X is connecred, rhen E is ol.o

*, a metric space (X, d) is connected if and only if the only 4on empty
X {hich is both open and closed in X is itsetf.



3. Define the term corplroct ser.

(a) Show that the set 10,6l is a compact subset of R with the usual me[ric.

(b) Let (X, d) be a compact metric space. Show thai if F is a clos€d subset of X then

a is compact.

Pmve that every compact subset of a metric space is boundecl.

Whal is meant by a function / from a metric space (X, d) to a metric space (y, p)

is continuous at a € X?

Let (X, rf) and (}]d?) be metric spaces ancl let / : X -- y be a function and

co € X. Prove that the following statements are equivalent.

i. For each open ball B wi[h center at /(ro) there is a.n open ball B0 with center

at ro such thai,Bo g /-t(B);
ii. For each open set {/ with c0 e /-1(U) there is an open ball .80 with center at

co such thaf BoC fa(U).

Define the ternr com?rlete metric space.

Let (X, rfu) and (Y, dy) be metdc spaces. Suppose that there is a bijection

f:X+Ysuchhhat
'I

:*dx(rvt2) < dv(l\r t).Itr2tt: I0d)(".r. r,/

for all cl, 12 € X. Show that if X is complete, then y must also be complete.

(d) Let ,4 be a connect€d subset of a met.ic space (X, d). Show that if B is a subset of

X such ibat,4'q B q Z then B is connected.
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